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Overview Red Ear Slider is probably the most common pet turtle in the world and is one of the most invasive species of animals that inhabit outside its range. At first they are tough as all turtles once set up properly, but they can be a great pleasure to keep captive especially with their personality and love of food. ENVIRONRment ear
sliders with a range of nature inhabit the southern United States and northern Mexico in rivers, streams, ponds, and just other bodies of water that you can find. I found it almost everywhere, but it's generally safe and has a lot of busking spots, so I moved slowly and still liked the water. They are avid bus cars and are stacked on rocks by
dozens of stacks to compete for the most sun to warm their bodies for the day. Another reason they still prefer water is a stable supply of food such as small fish for babies and duck-like plants for adults. They are born in the United States and Mexico, but they are almost invasive worldwide and are illegal in many places, including Israel,
Australia, Europe, South Africa, the Caribbean, Bahrain, the Mariana Islands, Guam, and many regions of Asia. All sliders have their own shell pattern, and the Plastron (bottom shell) is usually yellow with black spots, but it's easy to recognize. Males of the species have long claws that are used to hold on to women during mating, with an
average of about 6-8 inches (15-20 cm). Women are much larger at 8-14 inches (15-35 cm) and do not need long ones, but nails will be much shorter because women are obvious for size and chromaca placement. Handling &amp; tempering ear sliders have a strange temperament and seem to be completely dependent on the animal's
personality. I myself didn't have much luck dealing with my turtles and I recommend not dealing with your turtles because he doesn't seem to like it very much and tends to snap at me with Hissy. If you need to move them, don't be afraid to simply grab them tightly with your hands to support Plastron, but move them out of the biting range
and where you need them. Salmonella is a serious risk, and the reason turtles of 4 inches or less are banned by the DIET &amp; FLUIDSRed ear sliders in the United States is omnivora, so you can eat quite a different food, so wash your hands, especially following the handling of turtles, as well as other reptiles. Hatching loves their meat
and needs a lot of it to grow and be healthy. I recommend 50% high quality pellet brands and 50% meat to help them grow. The boy has a different diet of 30% green, 30% pellets, 40% meat, so you need to start eating some green. Adults are a place where their diet becomes mostly green, but still provides meat when I am served using
50% green, 30% meat, 20% pellets. Above the Feeding Guide is a list of all the foods you can supplyVarieties find the best way to keep them healthy, so I used one classic green 3 support greensSliders are eating horrible food and I've never heard of people who have a problem they don't eat if you need a vet with a disease if your slider
calms down and stops eating randomly for a while. For water you don't have to worry a lot as long as you make monthly water changes and have a good filter rated for your tank, and of course make sure to dechlorate the water so that they don't get sick or damage to your eyes. The size of the housing slider enclosure depends entirely on
age and there are general rules of turtle breeding that say for every inch of the carapath that requires 10 gallons, and this is true for most species including sliders. 5 inches for hatching and boys and turtles and I use plastic tubs because they are cheap and easy to clean and just make life very easy. For a fully grown adult male slider I
find 75 gallons the best job and for women I recommend 120 gallons as they get a little bigger. A good substrate to use substrates is a large flat river rock to give a natural river feel, sand and yes sand for digging are okay for turtles because they can't really eat it, and finally there is no bare bottom because they don't need a substrate. The
base to avoid is aquarium gravel and it is very painful because they have bad habits affected that can eat it and kill them over time. The other bad base is calcification because it stains the water and encourages turtles to remember and eat calcare, so calcare is not good for anything, so use only fine washed play sand for sand. The
water/food cooking slider doesn't make saliva, so you can only eat it in water, so you don't need to cook. Movement, basking spots &amp; other enrichment turtles move a lot despite the reputation of being a slow slider, but it is necessary, but we will touch it soon. The sliders prefer to stay in the water and can do a fair amount of
swimmingbucking spots are essential to the health of any turtle species because they can't maintain their own body temperature and instead rely on the environment to be warm. The ideal basket spot is large enough for turtles to place themselves, easy to ride, flat and completely out of the water, and turtle toppers would make a great
dock especially for sliders. If turtles don't always want to feel stress, abundance is very important. Some people enjoy rocks, drifting trees, lots of plants, floating toys, and playing with filter currents. Just make sure your turtle has enough space to swim. Even the board provides concentration in the form of bargains! I find turtle caves to
work best. Fortunately the slider for us in temperature and humidity is pretty hard and can tolerate a range ofBut these are the recommended air temperatures - 70's FBasking temperature - 85-90 FWater temperature - 75-85 FAs, as long as you stay around these temperatures, you need to make sure that you give full uvb and proper
heating, humidity is okay because it is a concern about aquatic life. Lighting slider preferably takes 12 hours of uvb, its heat light tube uvb. Don't use light at night because they can still see the light rather than the color so it can interrupt sleep. Use only natural bath king lights. In a 75 gallon tank with proper reforesing cleaning and
maintenance, it is necessary to use a small toothbrush to clean the tank about once a month with a complete water replacement, filter clean, and scrubbing of all objects and glass. For cleaning supplies, I use toothbrushes, washlags and lemon juice to get rid of hard water stains. The most annoying is that it goes off pretty easily, but
make sure you get it all. Turtle filters are mandatory and most people swear by canisters, but filters of the right size may probably not be the same. COHABBINGTurtles, like most other reptiles, should not keep together they don't enjoy the company and don't need friends. Signs of invasion lie on top of each other, trying to hug all the sun.
Chasing each other is trying to drive them out of other territories. - Hugging is trying to emphasize each other. No matter how friendly it may seem, it will never end well, so I strongly recommend that you don't keep the turtles together because they will never enjoy it. It causes stress, congestion, and even death. I don't seem to need or
enjoy some friends turtles cutting each other and friends again. It's a dangerous incident with a tank slider, but even though you're teasing other species, it's great in the community pond, but of course 8x8 ponds probably fit a few women and don't forget not to accommodate men together. Troubleshooting shell rot is very common with
sliders if not given a proper basking spot, it can easily be cured by improving conditions and scrubbing what comes off easily, taking your turtles outdoors for an hour every day, taking a toothbrush. There are also ointments that you can apply, but a veterinarian is needed for serious cases. This disease is easily identified by the whiteness
and softness of the shell.- Red eyes are another common disease caused by eye irritation that may be caused by poor water, chlorine in the water, or bad uvb light, simple zoo med products help with this, I red_ear_ Slider can apply it every month just to be safe. The red ear slider, also known as the red ear terrapin, is one of the most
popular pet turtles in the world. They belong to a family of turtles in the pond, emididae, and species trachea script elegance. The red-eared slider is a medium-sized slider.Freshwater turtles originated in the southeastern United States. Their natural range is from Indiana to the north, west from New Mexico and south from the Gulf of
Mexico, but sliders are introduced into the wild far beyond this range. Properly cared red ear sliders can sometimes survive among prisoners of war in 30 years and live a long and healthy life. Learn everything you need to know to raise your own healthy slider in this red ear slider guide! The physical description of the red ear sliders As
with other reptiles they are reptiles, the red ear sliders depend on the temperature of the environment for survival. In the southeastern United States, where they originate, it is warmed by sunny climates. (In captives, they are warm with heat playing cards.) They have fused backbones and ribs that form a shell together with red ear sliders,
as well as Turtles other turtles. This armor consists of a top shell, a carapath, and a bottom shell, Plastron, which are joined by a bridge. The shell is further protected by plates that give s cute, its smooth texture and unique pattern to turtle shells. sliders, and other turtles do not have teeth. Like other reptiles, birds and mammals, they
spend a lot of time in and near the water, but breathe air. Hatching the way you tell your slider sex can't be reliably sex, but mature male and female sliders can be distinguished by noting certain easily recognizable aspects of physiology. For example, a male slider is smaller than a woman, the length reaches only 6-8 inches, and a
woman can grow to a length of 8-10 inches. Men have a longer tail and preastour than women, and the black aca, common to amphibians, birds and reptiles located far from the body, is a single opening into the genitals, digestive system and urinary tract. Red ear slider behavior Pet sliders can be attractive pets to look at and they may
not fetch newspapers, but they bed for food. In the wild, red ear sliders spend a lot of their time in the water. Except for places along the coastline where they want baskets in the sun, red ear sliders don't need much for the land. As they approach, they slide lightly into the water, safe from harm. Red-ear sliders to buy healthy sliders can be
purchased from large dealers, breeders, animal rescue and pet shops (both online and offline). Many of the sliders sold by large dealers grew up on turtle farms in the southern United States. Regardless of the source, it's always a good idea to do some research before buying your turtle. You can improve your luck by examining turtles
first, preferably in stores (or breeders/dealers). Large-scale dealersThey deal very much, so you probably know the history of all the turtles they sell. Similarly, unless donor families provide records, rescue operations may know nothing about turtle age or whether veterinary records exist. Professional breeders will probably be the most
information because they hatch eggs on their own and keep records. Turtles sold by street vendors should be avoided in most cases. If possible, check the environment in which turtles are sold. What you reveal here may hint at you on their care issues that may adversely affect the health of your turtles. For example, are turtles
overcrowded? Is it active and warning? Are they sold along with other exotic species? By law, the pet store slider must be at least 4 inches long. However, due to loopholes in the law, this practice, which allows the sale of turtles for Bonafides science, education, or exhibition purposes other than use as a pet, is somewhat common
practice. Because you should avoid these types of pet shops. Young hatching is not as stiff as a slider that was cute but generally had more time to mature. Physical examination Once you determine that you actually have what you need to take care of a turtle and make sure that a responsible adult is involved in its care (the care of the
turtle should not be left entirely to the child without proper supervision), you should finally perform a brief physical examination of the turtle you want to buy. Healthy turtles should be curious and alert. As they get closer, they need to jump into the water from their basket site. First of all, the turtle is picked up for the physical examination. Is
it heavy? Next, gently pull one of the legs. Healthy turtles react strongly, but sick turtles' reactions are not very active. Examine the top and bottom of the shell. It should be hard, smooth and there should be no light and dark spots. The soft spot of the shell may indicate the decay of the shell. Finally, note the presence of open wounds.
Closed wounds are fine, but open wounds may require veterinary attention. Collecting sliders from wild collecting turtles from the wild may not be legal where you live. Since turtles produce relatively few eggs every year, the removal of spawning adult women can be very harmful to the success of wild populations. However, if the red-
eared slider turtle is not native, it may still be legal to collect it as a pet. Call the state wildlife agency and review local laws to see if the collection is legal. Keep in mind the fact that your slider breathes water, not air, how to take it home. So don't take home one in a container of water where they can drown. Instead, simply put your
turtleSmall shoe boxes and plastic containers lined with a little wet material, such as damp paper towels and shredded newspapers. Large turtles may need more padding because they may suffer bruises during transport. Your container must be firmly covered with a lid and have an air hole for breathing. Finally, be aware of the
temperature at which you go home. In cold weather, it is also possible to consider double-insulating the container with a styrofoam box (with air hole) and warming it with a heat pad. With the red ear slider turtle habitat right set up, the red ear slider is pretty easy to take care of. First, you need a tank. Compared to other aquarium
creatures, red ear sliders require relatively large space. They also need clean water, so expect to change their water and clean their filters about once a week. In the wild, nature will keep the water clean, but at home aquariums, the responsibility is yours. (By the way, it is wise for your child not to do it himself.) Finally, the red ear slider is
a reptile, so you need to provide a basket light, and possibly a water heater to keep it warm. For many slider keepers, setting the housing of the slider is one of the most satisfying and creative aspects of being a turtle owner. Try to create the most naturalistic habitat possible for your pet slider. Not only is it more attractive, but if you do,
they will be happier and healthier. Then, in the wild, sliders live in a wide range of freshwater habitats, but they know that they prefer relatively warm and quiet water such as ponds, lakes, swamps and slow flowing rivers. As a pet turtle owner, you are finally going to meet the following basic needs: 1. Clean water, 2. Places for swimming
and basking,3 heat sources, and 4. A proper meal. In addition, there is a need for a way to monitor the condition in the tank. As for the tank size, if there is baby hatching, you may only need a tank of 10 gallons to start. Your average adult slider will require a tank of more than 55 gallons. With this in mind, an aquarium with a depth of 12
inches and a height of 20 inches must be about 48 inches wide to hold 55 gallons of water. The following sections describe in detail how to meet each of these requirements. Housing Pet Red Ear Slider allows you to live in glass or acrylic aquariums, indoor and outdoor ponds, and even a glass fiber children's pool. The viewing
opportunities offered by glass fisheries stores and being ready in pet shops is probably why they are the most popular containers for accommodating red ear sliders. Glass water tufts can be heavy and expensive. If you buy one, make sure you are buying an aquarium that is designed to hold large amounts of water, and it is not a
lightweight terrarium. Glass and acrylic aquariums can be placed on pre-made stands and attached to a screen that functions as a lid. Slider keepers sometimesTurtles in the water trough of livestock known as galvanized steel or plastic stock tanks. Steel tanks must be lined up with pond liners to prevent potentially hazardous metals from
leaching into the water. Plastic tanks, on the other hand, do not require lining. Stock tanks are available in farm supplies, household supplies and pet supply stores. Some stock tanks come with drain pipes and plugs for easy drainage with rubber hoses, but stands and screens are usually custom made by handy keepers. If you prepare
your own stand, design it to withstand the weight of the aquarium when it is full. (Expect a standard 55-gallon aquarium filled with water to weigh more than 462 pounds.) Finally, storage totes are sometimes used, but they are typically not strong enough to hold large amounts of water and are not recommended because they can be
melted when heated by heaters. The slider, which is provided with enough space to swim freely in the tank size, will behave very differently from the slider deprived of this basic need. If you don't meet these requirements, we recommend that you don't own a slider. You should expect to provide a tank of more than 55 gallons on an adult
slider. Each time you increase the turtle, add another 10 gallons of water. The surface area of your tank must be at least 2 square feet for one turtle. Provides a surface area of 1 square foot for each additional turtle. For larger women (&gt;8), these requirements will be doubled. When it comes to the depth of water in the tank, a useful rule
of thumb is to make sure that at least the turtles are as deep as the long ones. Best Red Ear Slider Tank Basking provides your red ear slider and don't underestimate the importance of basket sites. Basket sites, or hole-out spots, are places where your turtles climb from the water to warm themselves, in the heat and sun. Baskets allow
turtles to raise their core body temperature, which is essential for their digestion, metabolism, immune function, and shell health (remember that they are reptiles). Drying the shells and skin also helps prevent the growth of algae and shell rot. The basket site should be located on the waterline for easy access and leave more than 2/3-3/4
of the available space in the aquarium for water. Place it under a reflector-type light fixture (heating and lighting will be described in the next section). The basking site can be an island or platform located on a waterline, or an island built from the bottom of the tank to the waterline. Pet shops offer all of these. The simplest types include
either smooth rocks (partially submerged) or floats made of natural cork bark. You can also place thin rocks on top of two bricks. The removable platform can be placed on your feet or in two sets of silicone pegs attached to the side of your aquarium. Easy access to the basking site, as long as you do not scrape the turtle site, you can be
as creative or practical as you likeCork is probably the most popular material to use. It is relatively expensive, but it looks natural and is a non-abrasive. If you buy a platform, consider how easy it is to disassemble it for cleaning. You can also use rocks, but they know that they bring some danger. Sharp rocks scrape turtle shells and can
lead to infection. Turtles may also be trapped in the water by rocks that have somehow been knocked loose. Consider using non-toxic epoxy or aquarium sealant to secure any rock in place. In a more practical approach, it is possible to build a basking platform from PVC pipes, plastic egg boxes and zip ties. It may not be attractive, but



customizing the design may be an economical way. When buying (or designing) your basket spot, ask the following question: Is it easy for your turtle to climb? Will you be able to put it under your heat lamp? If the room temperature is already relatively warm (75 F), you can warm the turtle's living area with a simple reflector-type light
fixture with a 60-watt, 75-watt, or 100-watt UVB bulb. Place the light on top of your turtle basket area and keep it for 12-14 hours a day. If the nighttime temperature falls below 65 degrees F, keep the light on at night. Use the water tank thermometer to monitor the water temperature and basket site. Keep the water temperature between 76
and 84 F and between the basking site and between 82 and 88 F. In addition to giving heat and light to your turtles, light from UVB bulbs will help synthesize vitamin D3 otherwise received from the sun. Vitamin D3 helps your turtle body absorb the calcium needed to build strong shells and bones. A supplemental Heat cooler room (&lt;75
degrees F) must have an underwater water heater. Use the thermometer in the water tank to adjust and maintain the temperature of the water. The pre-calibration setting of the heater is not always dependent on your thermometer to calibrate the water in your tank. The heater settings may not always be correct, and if the device fails, the
thermometer is there to tell you. Finally, buy a plastic-wrapped heater or place it in a place where turtles do not accidentally break. If you pay attention to appliances luminaires can be hanged on top of the aquarium or clamped on it, but make sure it does not accidentally fall into the water. Use the screen to prevent this from occurring. It is
also necessary to consider connecting electrical equipment to ground fault circuits.(GFCI). GFCI prevents electrical shocks by shuting off electrical circuits when an interrupt device detects a power leak. Keeping clean water clean water is one of the most important tasks faced by turtle owners. It's easy, but it should be done every week
for four weeks, depending on the size of your tank and the performance of the filter. If your water looks miserable, you need to change it. You can also use the water test kit to measure the nutritional level in the water. No matter how you set up how to change the water in your tank, the procedure for replacing the water is very simple. If
you have a small tank, remove the turtles and accessories, pour water from the tank, wipe and refill the walls of the tank with a paper towel. If you have a large tank, use a siphon or mechanical pump, such as a pond or utility pump. Siphons are basically hoses that can drain tanks. Connect the siphon to a bucket or drain it from the
window. It is best not to drain into the sink where you eat water in the tank. (Turtles are frequent carriers of Salmonella.) There are many different types of pumps. The pump is convenient because it can be placed directly in your tank to pump water through the hose. If you have a particularly dirty tank or sick turtle, you can also clean the
tank with a neutral detergent (or 5% bleach). The filter filter system will go a long way to help keep your water clean. No matter what kind of reforesing system you use, you will need to wash it every week to every month, or every time you replace water. Filter clean water in one of three ways: mechanically, biologically, or chemically. In
mechanical filtration, the largest debris is simply filtered. Biological filtration works by making a surface that promotes the growth of beneficial nitrid bacteria. These bacteria turn toxic nitrogen waste into harmful by-products. Chemical filtration usually includes activated carbon. Activated carbon filters remove some of the organic matter
from the water, but may lose their effectiveness fairly quickly. Canister filters are the best filters you can buy, but they are pretty expensive. Aquarium owners like the amount of filter media they hold (compared to in-tank filters), the fact that you can hide them under your tank, and the relative lack of noise. There are learning curves to use
them, but once you get the hang of them, they are said to be the best. They can also be set to promote a better water flow in your tank. If you want to save money, you can also create your own tote filter. It needs a lot of power, including its own machine and biological filter media. Foam pads have a number of options for biological filter
media such as bioballs and lava, making proper mechanical filters. Once you get it, you can probably set up a tote filtration system within an hour. Aquarium plants will help you create moreHome environment for your turtles. They can also provide a slider with a good hiding place for the mental health of your slider. Unfortunately, live
plants don't last long. Your sliders tend to dig them up or eat them. If you want to grow plants for eating with sliders, you can do so. Sliders eat water plants such as water hyacinths and analis. The low-cost approach is to use artificial plants. You will find that there are a lot of realistic looking choices that will last longer in your tank,
generally in plastic or silk. Red Ear Slider Turtle Diet The best turtle food for red ear sliders is how much and how often red ear sliders are a day-to-day snack. In the wild, they'll just eat about everything they come across, but as adults, they mainly eat plants. Pet sliders should give you a similar meal. Hatching and nourishing boys every
day and eating adult sliders every other day. The trick is to feed them as much as they need, and the food they can't eat will eat because they tend to stain their water. A good rule of thumb is to provide your slider with an amount of pellets that is almost equal to the size of the head. One way to keep MessA water turtles down is when
sliders spend most of their time in the water and that's where they like to eat. To reduce confusion, you can put your turtles in different containers along with their food and a few inches of aquarium water. When you're done, pull out the dirty water. Commercial pellets that supply your slider must be a staple of the slider diet. They are
specially prescribed to meet your slider meal needs and can be supplemented with a variety of foods. We supply them with an assortment of fruits, vegetables and proteins two or three times a week. The amount of protein they should eat depends on their age. Hatching and boys need considerably more protein than adults. Adults need
more plants. When providing commercial feed according to age, along with various proteins, leafy vegetables, fruits and vegetables, you don't have to worry too much about the details of what you are feeding them. The focus here is on diversity. As long as their diets are diverse and they eat a lot of plant substances, they will have the
nutrients they need to become healthy. (Remember, they are a day-to-day omnivoc. In the wild, they simply eat what they find: mostly plants, worms here, bugs there. It's easy, isn't it? Includes processed meats such as raw meat from grocery stores and hot dogs. You can't eat fireflies, chocolates, avocados or onions on the slider. In
general, I would like to avoid all processed foods, especially those made for water turtles. Here is a red ear slider food list with some of the foods they can eat: Lee Leaf Green: Romaine Lettuce, Kale, Spinach, Swiss Chard, Turnip Green, Corad Green Wild Plant: General Plant, Chick Weed, Dandelion, White Clover, Henbit Vegetables:
Carrots, SweetGreen beans, broccoli, squash, pumpkin fruit: apple, pear, berries, melon, mango, fig protein: frozen hemorrhoiles, earthworms, earthworms, silkworms, mosquito larvae, boiled meat (shrimp, chicken, beef), live fish, pinky mice, don't eat squid tsubom: processed meat (hot dogs, etc.), fireflies, chocolate, avocados, onions
(in small quantities, And as part of various meals, pet sliders allow you to eat what you find locally. Slider Health Salmonella Amphibians and reptiles, turtles, etc., are frequent carriers of Salmonella. In rare rare years, Salmonella can even spread to the blood, bones, and brain. There's no way to tell just by looking at it to see if your turtle
has Salmonella on its body. In 1975, after the salmonella epidemic in children, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) began regulating the sale of turtles with a color path length of less than four. The best way to protect your family from the possibility of infection by Salmonella is to wash your hands thoroughly whenever you treat
turtles. Do this immediately after handling so that you do not touch your mouth before washing your hands. Young children have a higher risk of developing complications from Salmonella infection because their immune system is not fully mature, and they are more likely to put their hands in their mouths. The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) recommends that children under the age of 5 do not actually own reptiles or amphibians, even if they live in a home. If the kids are around and you own turtles, make sure they wash their hands. Algae The accumulation of algae in your turtle shell can hide injuries and infections that may need to be dealt with quickly.
You can get rid of some of the algae in turtle shells, rubbing regularly with a soft toothbrush and room temperature water. The swollen EyesSwollen eye may indicate the presence of a respiratory infection that can be treated with antibiotics. Less often, the lack of vitamin A in your turtle diet will be in a state known as hypovitaminosis A.
Properly diverse diets should not be a problem. Shell RotShell rot is caused by infection of turtle shells by both fungal and bacterial organisms. This can result from a wound to the shell due to improper husband conditions that are showering the rocks of the site, or weakening your turtle's immune system. The lack of proper basket spots,
heat sources, or clean water can put your turtles at risk of this disease. Shell infections can spread throughout the turtle's body, so it's important to deal with them quickly. Shell rot almost always appears as a spot of light in your turtle shell. If the turtle shell is infected, see a veterinarian. Your VeterinariansDaily treatment with a wide
spectral local preservative such as Pobiden iodine is recommended. In severe cases, shells may break into shatters and give off a bad smell. Depending on the severity of the infection, your veterinarian recommends a routine that lightly scrubs the infected area and applies disinfectants. Shell injury If your turtle cracks its shell, you can
temporarily shrug the shell before the menstrual meal and apply povidone iodine. Injuries that go without treatment for abscesses can cause abscesses filled with semi-solid discharges called caseus. Such injuries can occur anywhere in your turtle's body. If you find something that doesn't go away within a few days, you may want to see a
veterinarian. Respiratory infections If your turtle becomes runny nose, eyes of water, loss of appetite, or inert, you may have a respiratory infection such as pneumonia. Sick turtles may seem to be swimming because their normal sense of balance was thrown out by congestion. First, double-check the temperature of the water in your tank,
and then talk to your vet. Your vet may recommend X-rays, antibiotics and keep the water in your tank at higher temperatures. Breeding of red ear sliders The sale of turtles less than 5 inches is prohibited by law Bonafides Science, except for educational, or exhibition purposes, except for use as pets. Private breeders are typically
interested in producing valuable morphs such as albino red ears and pastels with different degree of yellow and red coloring. To breed sliders, you need to combine healthy and sexually mature male and female sliders. Men's sliders mature around three and a half years old. Women's sliders mature around four and a half years old. During
the winter, turtles can be placed in a cool room (50-60 degrees F) and reduced the light in the basking area to 10 hours to encourage breeding. Keep them there for six to eight weeks to give them a good chance to copule. After the period of 6 to 8 weeks, you can return to normal temperature. Females lay eggs from spring to summer.
Some breeders get rid of female turtles in new enclosures including the soil where she lays her eggs and the feet or so of peat moss. The breeder knows when she is ready to lie down because she often stops feeding and becomes some more ternary. If she is ready to lie down, once placed in her new enclosure, she will do so in a few
days. Red ear sliders usually lay four to ten eggs (clutches) every two to four weeks during the breeding season, resulting in a total of five to eight clutches. Eggs are incubated by placed on top of a moistened vermiculite at 80 to 82 degrees F. Spray the birmikulite with water regularly with water and keep it moist until it hatches in 55-65
days. If you are no longer able to take care of your slider turtle, you are some of the longest living pets you will find.Perhaps over time, it's not surprising that some people find that they can take care of long sliders. If you find yourself in this position, here's what you can do. First of all, please do not release the pet to the local pond. In
many places, it is illegal to do so, and your slider may do lasting damage to the ecosystem of the pond. A better option is to take responsibility for finding the right home for your slider to live in. For example, you can take a turtle back to the pet shop where you bought it. They may buy it back from you. Contact your local Herpes Society or
Turtle Society to find out if they take your slider. Adoption ads can be placed in local pet shops and veterinarians. Check with the local humanitarian community as well. If they can't take your pet, they might refer you to someone. In all cases, carefully screen potential recruits, fully understand the responsibilities involved, and make sure
they are ready to take care of their pets. Overview of the red ear slider VideoReferences Katrina.Red Ear Slider. Neptune City: TFH Publications, 2011.Vossori, Philippe de Red Ear Slider. Singapore: Advanced Do Vivarium Systems, 2001.Red Ear Slider Next?
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